TWDB – Statement for January 30th Public Hearing
City of Houston
Good morning,
Thank you for providing me the opportunity to offer comments regarding the draft Flood
Intended Use Plan on behalf of the City Houston. My name is Laura Patiño, and I am Chief of Staff
to the Mayor’s Chief Recovery Officer. I will expand on the comments originally submitted to
TWDB on January 13th, 2020 by Mayor Sylvester Turner. The Intended Use Plan, as currently
drafted, seems to exclude the City of Houston from various funding Categories. Inclusion in such
Categories could improve the City’s eligibility for financial assistance programs and further
opportunities for flood recovery and mitigation in vulnerable areas.
To reiterate the comments previously submitted to the TWDB, it was requested that the Board
review and modify the following requirements related to:
1. Applicant eligibility, which should be specific to agencies that plan, design, implement,
operate and/or maintain flood control projects in perpetuity.
2. MOUs, which should not be a requirement within watersheds that have evidence of
successful partnerships for project implementation.
3. Minimum standards, which do not include equity for neighborhoods with the highest
social vulnerabilities.
4. Prioritization criteria, which, as written, limits the eligibility of cities and urban areas to
access financial assistance funding.
I offer additional changes to the Intended Use Plan, as follows:
1. While prioritizing funding for LMI communities is essential, the need for assistance should
also be determined by the risk of flooding, specifically for repetitive extreme flood events.
Current criteria exclude the City of Houston, which has an AMHI above 75% (specifically,
85.9%) while experiencing 6 federally-declared flooding disasters within 5 years.
Inclusion of flood risk for applicant eligibility may be accomplished by:
a. Removing the Annual Median Household Income requirement for Categories 1, 3,
and 5.
b. Include a prioritization criterion that awards points to political subdivisions
identified in a federal disaster declaration related to flooding.
2. The current Plan precludes areas in MSAs, like Houston, from specifically accessing grant
funding. Opportunities for large MSAs are limited to loans for various categories,
according to the currently-drafted Intended Use Plan. All applicants should be allowed to
seek grant funding opportunities first, with the opportunity to be considered for a low
interest loan if the grant application is unsuccessful. This issue must be addressed in the
rules or the statutory language to ensure areas with the highest population and largest
risks to life and property are included.

3. Additional clarity is needed for defining the limits of a watershed. Regional boundaries
vary greatly in size. Some watersheds are contained within single political subdivisions,
while others encompass various entities. Further clarification on watershed delineation is
suggested in Senate Bill 8 and in the Category 2 rules.
4. The City also proposes the following changes to the points system:
a. The existing points system gives preference to projects within Categories 2 and 5.
Many communities that have been plagued by recurring disasters (i.e. Houston)
expect to receive funding for project implementation that will mitigate the risk of
future flood events. The points for priority projects for Categories 2 and 5 should
be proportional to the other criteria in order to ensure all projects are evaluated
to their full potential for flood mitigation.
b. Projects should be evaluated based on their capacity to mitigate risk. In the
existing system, large construction projects could be penalized by scoring poorly
in the estimated completion date criterion due to inherent complexities lending
to a timeframe that exceeds 36-months.
c. Innovation in flood mitigation should be encouraged but not limited to water
supply benefits. Other multi-functional design and integrated water resources
principles should also be considered.
These changes are only a summary of an extensive list that will be shared with the Board and
made available publicly. The City of Houston welcomes the opportunity to meet to discuss these
proposed changes in detail to ensure that all communities in Texas, particularly those with the
highest risk of flooding, have access to the various programs within the Intended Use Plan.
Thank you,
Laura Patiño
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Category 1, 3,
and 5

Preclusion of
MSA for grant
funding

The language amendments to 15.405, Water Code, included in Senate
Bill 7 includes a determination of need for funding for flood control
projects that is based on annual median household income (AMHI) of
the political subdivision seeking funding. While prioritizing funding for
low- and moderate-income (LMI) communities is essential, the relative
need of a political subdivision for funding should also be determined
by the political subdivision’s risk to flooding, specifically the risk to
repetitive, extreme flood events. Retaining Social Vulnerability Index
(SVI), which is developed using factors related to socioeconomic status,
including poverty and housing, that incorporate considerations of
household income, as a Prioritization Criterion will ensure that
applications are ranked according to these factors.

Revise Categories 1, 3, and 5 to remove the AMHI requirement. This applies
to FIUP rules and statute in SB 7.

Additionally, all political subdivisions seeking funding should be
allowed access to potential grant funding, the total amount of which is
dependent on any limit of grant funding set by the TWDB and the
success of which shall be subject to evaluation based on the final
Prioritization Criteria. An applicant that was unsuccessful in obtaining
funding through a grant should then be allowed to be submit the
proposed project for funding through the option of a low-interest loan,
pending the decision of the applicant to seek a low-interest loan as the
funding source. This provides entities outside a MSA with
opportunities for increased grant funding amounts while not
precluding entities in a MSA from applying for grant funding. Entities
outside a MSA with a higher SVI would also be prioritized higher,
further increasing the potential success of an application for grant
funding.
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Revise the grant funding amounts available under these categories: the
amounts available to entities located outside a MSA should be increased,
and grant funding should be made available to entities located in a MSA.
This applies to FIUP rules and statute in SB 7.
Include a Prioritization Criterion that awards and allocates points based on
the political subdivision having been identified under a federal disaster
declaration. Points should be allocated based on the number of disaster
declarations under which the political subdivision was identified. This
applies to FIUP rules.
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Category 2

Definition of
“regional
planning” and
“watershed”

Senate Bill 8, “Relating to state and regional flood planning,” assigns
the responsibility to establish regional flood plans for each river basin
in the state to flood planning groups to be designated by TWDB. The
terms “watershed” and “regional planning” as used in FIUD Category 2
– Watershed Planning and Updates to Floodplain Maps are ambiguous
under the rules and requirements as currently written.
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Further define “regional planning” and “watershed” as they apply to the
FIUP program, and coordinate with the requirements of SB 8.
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Prioritization
Criteria

Completion
Date
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Pg. 7

Category 3

Innovative
strategies:
Water Supply

The points allocation in the draft Prioritization Criteria will heavily
prioritize funding for projects falling under Categories 2 and 5. While
these projects are important, construction projects that will fall under
Category 3 that reduce street flooding or alleviate the impacts of
overland sheet flow are also effective in protecting life and property,
though they may not be immediately effective as compared to projects
that fall under Category 5. The Estimated Completion Date criterion
further prioritizes projects that fall under Category 2 or 5, as these
types of projects can be completed in a shorter term than construction
projects. For applicants seeking funding for construction projects, this
would require that final design be complete or nearly complete at the
time of application. Larger construction projects, even those where
design has already been completed, will take longer to complete when
considering rules and requirements for procurement, permitting, and
other compliance.
One of the additional criteria used to score proposed construction
projects will assign points based on the ability of the proposed project
to have an additional water supply benefit. The feasibility and
practicality of including the costs for design and construction necessary
to collect, convey, and deliver flood water to a water user may place
extra burden on planners and municipalities when developing project
plans for submission to this program. Innovation like water supply
benefit should be encouraged and rewarded, but innovation shouldn’t
be limited to only one strategy. Other innovation strategies for
stormwater management and flood mitigation, including green
infrastructure, Low Impact Development (LID), implementation, multifunctional design, and integrated water resources (One Water)
principles should also be included for consideration.
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Revise the points assigned to Category 2 and 5 projects to be proportional
to other criteria and remove the Estimated Completion Date criterion to
ensure that projects are fully evaluated for their potential to mitigate
against risk and protect life and property in both the near and long term,
and ensure proper planning for future flood events.

Include an additional criterion for construction projects only that awards
and allocates points for including other innovative strategies.
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Category 3

Floodplain

One of the additional criteria used to score proposed construction
projects will assign points relative to responses of other construction
project applications based on the number of structures removed from
the floodplain due to the project’s impact on floodplain characteristics.
Changes in the characteristics of a floodplain may require changes to
the waterbody itself, which may not be feasible for applicants as the
body of water may fall under the jurisdiction of another government
entity, specifically the US Army Corps of Engineers. Further, the
proposed definitions to be added to 31 TAC §363.402 define drainage
infrastructure as a type of flood control project covered under this
program. A local drainage infrastructure project that rehabilitates,
reconstructs, or improves local drainage that can include, but is not
limited to, pipes, ditches, detention ponds, conduits, culverts, or
flumes, will not have any impact on the characteristics of the floodplain
but can decrease the number of structures that are flooded due to
excessive ponding caused by overland sheet flow. Such projects should
also be given consideration and evaluated against projects that remove
structures from the floodplain.
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Revise the Additional Criterion for Construction Projects Only: Floodplain
Impacts and reclassify as the Additional Criterion for Construction Projects
Only: Structural Flooding Risk Impacts. The criterion should evaluate
projects and allocate points based on the number of structures that are
anticipated to no longer be at risk to structural flooding.

